My Simple Process of launching Powerful Facebook Ad
Campaigns for any business
Simple W hatsApp chat to start the process I will ask some impor tant questions regarding your business

based on your answers I will create a special promotion that
will eventually plugin to your ad campaign
I will write a powerful and enticing ad copy to promote your
offer to most targeted audience

The Ad copy will be so powerful that targeted audience will
click the ad to ﬁnd out more about the offer and will be ready
to do business with you

user will enter their information
and will become a lead to your
business

as soon as they become a lead the
automation process kicks in

the lead will get pre design sms
message to follow through with your
company

your company will receive sms
that you got new lead

automatic spreadsheet will be generated to give you all the
information about your lead name, phone # and email address

leads will start coming in to your business each and every day
until you ask me to stop the campaign

I am not done here, at this point i will start sending your leads an automatic
follow up email series, I call it soap opera sequence, that will make sure that
our lead will do business with you, no guess work, it is predictable results

And I will automate the whole process so you can
get clients each and every day
Stop relying on word of mouth & referral business

Conclusion
I will create a perfect masterpiece ad for your company
that has never been done before in your business
I will nail down the perfect offer for the potential clients so when they will
see your ad, they wont be able to help themself,but to click and ﬁnd out
more about your product and services
I will create on target Pixel for your audience so wherever
they go on the internet our Advertisement Offer will follow
them and remind them to take action, this is powerful stuff
Automation is the key I will automate most of the Process so
you can get leads and customers on a daily basis, never ever
worry about the shortage of leads and customers anymore
I will be working with your company every month to create
more offers , create more leads and custom audience, so we
can start duplicating the sales and leads..

Information I mentioned above is just a tip of the iceberg, the bottom
line is your business will grow on demand

I am not just any random guy who simply post ad's on Facebook, I am
an Expert in Facebook advertising and you can expect special results
from my Facebook Ad Campaign
However my services are not for everyone, you need to have either
phone or WhatsApp conversation with me to ﬁnd out if your business is a
good ﬁt to explode in terms of clients and revenue

If you are still interested and would like to take your business to the next
level then you can simply contact me on WhatsApp
My WhapsApp no. is +2347039132593 or you can email me at
asohnelson@gmail.com and we will have personalized chat to move
forward

